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The Simplest, Shortest, Most
Powerful MLM And Network
Marketing Prospect Control And
Closing Lines And Scripts

Do you have trouble closing prospects? Do you feel you lose control of your prospecting andfollow
up calls? Do you have trouble closing strong prospects - the very ones you desperatelywant on your
team?Well, this book is for you. It's the lowest price but highest value book on . Why? Because this
little book contains over 120 of the strongest, easiest, subtlest closing and 'keeping control' and
'taking control' over the conversation lines for network marketers.FULL DISCLOSURE: This is a
short book. This book has over 150 'lines'; mostly one line sentences. But don't be fooled by the
size of the book. These are powerful closing lines to allow you to close your prospect. This is NOT a
book on prospecting, recruiting or even a script book.This is a book that should be open at your
desk as you make your prospecting and follow up calls. If you find you prospect off their script (they
never stay on script - only you can do that), these lines will bring you back into control.They are
subtle, but powerful. Here's some samples:How much does it cost?Millions of dollars not to get
involvedCan you see yourself taking people through a process just like I did with you?You can't
outsource your learningThe table's setThis is thickI'm not claiming we have an automatic system,
I'm demonstrating itGet into the game with usLet me layout how the business will start for youThis is
just a process to see if there a fit for youThis is not a pressure gigIt's just the way we do this
(process)There's no glory in paying billsI promise I'm not going to push you, chase you or sell
youI'm not going to come back to close you, but to personalize the business for youNOTE: with very
little modification, you can use many of these lines as ad headers, email subject lines, or as smart
and directed text in emails or create new phone scripts or reinvigorate old ones.Now, you don't have
to memorize these lines, you just need to have your Kindle reader, iPad or even your Kindle for PC
open, (or you can print out the pages), when you are making your calls. If you lose control of a
conversation, or have a strong person on the line (the best kind to recruit), these 'lines' are the
arrows in your quiver.Make these lines your own. They have been collected by professionals and
have earned those who have used them millions of dollars, no exaggerating, millions of dollars. Now
for .99 cents they are yours.This book of powerful network marketing closing and control lines
provides you with the easiest way to sound strong on the phone. You just need to use them. You
need to sound strong. Your prospect will never know what hit them until you are training them, and
tell them to pick up this little book.If they won't spend .99 cents, to get a copy, they aren't worth your
time. If they ask you to make them a copy instead, they have just told you they are not worth your
time. You now ownthis book, make these lines your own, become powerful and rich.You do deserve
it!
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This is the most poorly written, poorly organized, piece of garbage I have ever purchased! I am
convinced that all of these 5-star reviews are paid for and not honest or genuine. The quality is
HORRIBLE. The lines are AWFUL. The organization is ATROCIOUS. There are MAJOR spelling
errors on nearly every page! I am getting a refund right now, but really I wish they would pay me
extra for the time I wasted reading this trash!

Since the main "inside view" of the book is just another ad, you have to figure this guy is a pretty die
hard salesman. I figured he might just have something I could use.It starts with some advice, some
background, some examples. It's good, but not something more than you'd get in your business
support. It could have been done much better--more conversational and cohesive.Then the 150
lines and scripts: if you've ever heard a sales pitch and they give you some cheesy line that you
know is a line...well lots of these are like that. They work, but they are kind of cheap. That said, you
can rewrite them and say them sincerely.There are some lines that are more sincere and what I
really like is that there are some nice questions to help you find the customer's needs and where
they are coming from. For that reason, I can see the value of bringing the kindle to design your

sales pitch or to look over this before you go in to remember to start with asking questions instead of
selling them on points that don't matter to them. Although it seems like calculated control to get the
customer sharing their needs..isn't that what it's all about...fulfilling THEIR needs and wants?I
bought it for 99 cents--I got my moneys worth.PS--for so few words, there should not be typos! Here
is just one *exact quote* from the book: "Congregations, you own one of the lost priced but highest
valued books on ."

Look, let me ask you, can you handle a good deal? By reading this book I got a great deal. This
book does contain all that it states - the simplest, shortest, most powerful MLM and Network
Marketing closing lines and scripts.I highly recommend for anyone trying to close a deal, use these
creative powerful lines to increase sales for you. With a little modification they can be used for email
subject lines, ad headers or as scripts in email letters and rejuvenate your existing lines.

I know that the book only cost 99 cents but I don't feel like I personally got any value out of it. So
many of the lines sounded like high pressure car salesman lines that I know I couldn't use them in
my MLM business. Sorry I really wanted to like it but it definitely didn't hold any value for me.

Quite by chance I had occasion to use one of the lines contained in this book, not for any
commercial purpose, but in relation to a neighbour of mine. I was a bit worried about how she was
going to react because I hadn't had much contact with her previously. However, the line I used
seemed to work really well in avoiding misunderstanding and creating good will between us.After
looking through this book I am sure that many more of the lines and scripts it contains offer the
greatest chances of producing the most desired outcomes, whether in business, social or private
situations. Others require a certain knowledge of the business world and many are little more than
common sense.But common sense often needs to be made explicit, and this book provides a
variety of different word formats that should help to promote good and productive relationships.

Most of the MLM books are old and out dated or to techy teaching the latest Facebook or Google
Adwords technique or complicated as copy formula.David takes the best from sales, internet, and
direct mail and makes to simple and understandable. I will invest in everything. He produces.

Hey! There are over 150 exact lines you can use to help with your sales in this book. Does the
Author charge you 99 cents a piece? No... you get them all for a song! Many of them are worth

several times the price of the book by themselves. If you can't see the value in this ebook... you're
blind!

If you want to know how to make a good deal, you have to read this book.David Williams tells you in
an "easy to understand" and simple way how you pic up the phone and handle the prospecting and
follow-up calls without losing your customer. The lines in this book will increase your sales. Highly
recommended!
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